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Blue Key Initiates 14 New Members

Vol. 53

C.O.P. — STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

hyistmas Pageant
Vill Be December 9

November 30, 1956 — No. 9

Curtain Rises At 8:30 Tonight
For "The Time Of Your Life"

Sponsored jointly by the Paci
Tonight at 8:30 p.m., Pacific Wesley, and Larry Paxton as
fic Student Association and the
Council of Religious Activities, Theatre raises the opening cur Dudley. Tricia Beattie will ap
the annual Christmas Pageant on tain for its 220th production, The pear as Elsie, Judy Blaisdell as
December 9 will be the highlight Time of Your Life, by William Lorene, Mary Lou Moore as
Mary, Don Osborn as Willie, Ar
ing event of Pacific's celebration Saroyan.
Directed by DeMarcus Brown len Digitale as Blick, Nyla Marof the birthday of Christ.
chese as Ma, Stevie Chase as the
Yuletide festivities will begin and designed by William Strom,
BLUE KEY INITIATES: Pictured ore the new members of Blue Key. at 7 p.m. as the caroling proces the play is the second of the Killer, Lynn Waterman as the
killer's side kick, Richard Cline as
national men's honor society. Front row I. to r. D. TeSelle, R. Shellen- sion begins to wend its way Theatre's 33rd season.
The action of this award-win a sailor, Don Smith as a society
barqer J TeSelle, A. Digitale, B. Beck, S. Daniel, K. Cummings. 2nd through the campus. Singing
row I. to r. F. Black, G. Davidson, J. Bybee, C. Greene, J. Hogerheide will start at Alpha Kappa Lamb ning play takes place in Nick's gentleman, Carol Fillmore as a
Pacific Street Saloon, Restaurant, society lady, and Howard Barber
and J. Corson. Not pictured: D. Baldwin.
da; and the carolers will proceed
and Entertainment Palace at the as a newsboy.
to each living group, stopping to
Crew members are Buzz Wil
foot of Embarcadero in San Fran
Blue Key, national men's honor
exchange songs and to pick up
Dean
Bodley
Attends
liams,
stage manager; Joan Keacisco.
The
time
is
the
afternoon
society, initiated 14 new members
the new groups. The stream of
gy, electrician; Richard Cline, as
on Sunday, November 18, at Mor Cleveland Convention songsters will end at the home and night of a day in October,
sistant electrician; Jean Tudor,
ris Chapel.
of President Burns, where Paci 1939.
properties; Neva Aki, properties
Members
of
the
cast
are
Jim
With the addition of these men,
J. Russell Bodley, Dean of the fic's faculty will have gathered to
assistant; Lynn Waterman and
Achterberg
as
Joe,
Jack
Willough
the COP chapter of the organiza College of the Pacific Conserva oin in the celebration.
by as Tom, Julie DeVecchio as Nyla Marchese, librarians; and
tion now has 23 members.
tory of Music, represented the
The
students
and
faculty
will
Kitty Duval, Joe Cardinale as Margot Tillitson, sound.
At the initiation services, Dean school at the 32nd annual meeting
The Time of Your Life will
then
gather
in
the
Conservatory
Nick, Larry Boyd as the Arab;
Edward Betz related the history of' the National Association of
also be presented on December
to
participate
in
the
Christmas
Bob
DeVight
as
Kit
Carson,
Jim
of Blue Key, after which Clarence Schools of Music in Cleveland last
tableau presented by the drama Anderson as McCarthy, Art Me 1, 7 and 8.
Irving interpreted the meaning of week.
Forum Arts credit will be given
department,
Each living group sistrano as Krupp, Ted Eliopouthe Blue Key symbol. "In Living I
Pacific is a charter member of will respond to the scenes with lus as Harry, Mike Montano as for the play.
Serve," the motto of the organi the association; and Dean Bodley
zation, was explained by Peter is chairman of the western sec a special Christmas carol that
Knoles, who then administered tion, which is known as Region will add to the story of the sea
son.
the oath of initiation to the can
One.
Indicative of the spirit of giv
didates.
Established in 1924, the associa
ing, an exchange of gifts will take
Dinner at the Woolgrower's Inn
tion includes 225 leading universi place under Stagg Tree, gaily
for the members of the honor
ties, colleges, and conservatories.
lighted for the occasion. This ex
society closed the initiation pro
It is designated as the organiza change of Christmas gifts will be
gram.
tion responsible for educational the final act of a program spon
Newly installed members are
music standards by the National
sored by each living group, as
Bill Beck, Frank Black, Jack ByCommission on Accreditation.
the students donate gifts to be
bee, John Corson, Kurt Cum
Dr. Howard Hanson, a former given to a needy charity.
mings, Stan Daniel, Glen David
son, Arlen ITigitale, Chris Greene, dean of the Pacific Conservatory,
Following more singing around
Jerry Hogerheide, Don Baldwin, delivered the opening address at the tree, refreshments will be
Robert Shellenbarger, and David the national megt. He spoke on served in Anderson Dining Hall.
audio-visual, television, and radio Groups of students wishing to go
and John TeSelle.
techniques in music education.
caroling around the neighborhood
In addition to many workshop will further celebrate Christmas
sessions, the convention heard
by spreading the joy of a Pacific
special performance of the Cleve
Yuletide.
land Symphony Orchestra.
An Honor Seminar was held in
the Anderson Y social hall last
Tuesday and Wednesday, Novem
ber 27 and 28.
Representatives from all of the
living groups and all interested
The Council of Religious Ac
students attended.
A chorus of 450 voices, four
The seminar opened Tuesday soloists, and a symphony orches tivities would like to thank all
evening with the welcome and in tra will present the College of who participated in the recent
troduction given by Chris Greene. the Pacific-Stockton College pro Religious Emphasis Week pro
The speaker was Clinton T. Duffy duction of Handel's Messiah at 3 gram.
A special note of thanks, how FOOTBALL BRIBE SCANDAL: Though hardly recognizable os such
former warden of San Quentin p.m. on Sunday, December 9, in
ever,
should go to Janet Cordes Ihis is o part of the Tiger team getting a working-over from Thor
Prison. He spoke on "What is the Stockton Civic Auditorium.
and
Richard
Shore, co-chairmen for failure to follow through on a bribe (see story).
Honesty and What Does it Mean
Arthur* J. Holton, COP and
of
the
week,
along with their
to Me?" Panel discussions and re Stockton College choral director
steering committee, which was
freshments closed the Tuesday will conduct the performance.
session.
The Messiah has been presented composed of Sandra Clark, Vickie
By SAM SNAPDRAGON
Wednesday morning the sem by the college as an annual event Whiteside, Marty Boisen, Faye
(ace sportswriter for
inar followed the same pattern. for more than 40 years, according Johnson, Marvin Taylor, Tom
Van Culin, Tony Fadely, and Wes
Sad Magazine)
Duffy spoke on "How Punish to Dean J. Russell Bodley.
Brown.
ment is Evoked on Criminals."
Scorning traditional gangland
In an exclusive interview with
Without the cooperation and
Pacts were also given about the
methods in such a situation, Thor
planning by all those persons re this reporter, Thor Romer, pro
honor systems at other colleges.
chose to give the boys a kick in
After a luncheon Wednesday
Although it is too late to sponsible for Religious Emphasis prietor of the End Zone, disclosed
Week, the program could not that members of the Tiger foot the seat of their trouble by way
afternoon, an analysis of our
have been so successful. So, we ball team failed to come across on of retaliation.
honor system at Pacific was given include a full story in this is
by Dick Easterbrook, followed by sue, we would like to congratu of the Council of Religious Ac a bribe pay-off.
It was disclosed also that one
tivities want to express publicly
group discussion. The group then
This
all
occurred
following
the
of
those who was in on the deal
late John Nisby on being our appreciation to all those who
adjourned to have dinner.
Tulsa game some weeks ago, but was a member of the staff of this
helped
to
bring
to
our
campus
The final session was held
named Lineman of the Year by the inspiration and inter-faith has just recently come to light. paper —John Nisby, one of the
Wednesday evening. Dean Betz,
It seems that Thor has been
the after-dinner speaker, gave an the Northern California Sports cooperation which has just been slipping the boys banana splits sports editors.
realized through RE Week.
(Seriously, Thor is to be com
evaluation of the seminar up to
for winning games, but they did mended for his spirit and interest
that point. Discussion was then writers and Coaches AssociaSincerely,
not come through in the Tulsa
Brenda Browning,
in our terrific team.)
held, and the seminar closed With
tion.
game.
CRA Secretary
final remarks given by Chris
Greene.

GOP Honor Seminar
Held November 27-28

Messiah Presentation OPEN LETTER FROM
Set For December 9 SECRETARY OF GRA

BRIBE "BACKFIRES": TIGERS MUST PAY
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Civil Service Offers
Work-Study Program

OUR Y
BY Dl A N E

On the Air

CHRISTMAS CARDS

FLOWERS

1

O'ROURKE

Hi, Kids! Did you merely "talk you be helping students, perhaps
turkey"' this vacation, or did yourself, to attend Asilomar, but
In a coordinated plan involving
you remember to talk about you will also fill a great need in
Lola Johnson
Editor —
the
cooperation of over a dozen
George Fasel
Asilomar? So far, six people have the Stockton area.
Assistant Editor ..
..George Thompson Federal agencies and research signed up out of an anticipated
There has been a request for
Business Manager
Beth Adamson centers in California and Nevada,
Managing Editor ....
all
types of blood, and the Bank
25
delegates
from
COP.
This
Chris Diller h e s h o w e d s t u d e n t s h o w t h e y
Society Editor
A1 Dattola could earn between $740 and $850 year's conference will deal with cannot always meet the demand.
Sports Editor
Sue Hale
the basic issues of freedom, Different organizations may wish
Exchange Editor ...
.Joan Ulrich a summer and, along with their faith,
and commitment. The to give blood as a service proj
Copy Editor
Patty Lou Lloyd regular college study, obtain en
Assistant Copy Editor
search will continue through a ect. Come on over to the Y and
„..Kurt
Cummings
gineering
training
in
Federal
Photographer —
..Dr. Lawrence Osborne agencies under high-grade profes busily scheduled week. Seminars sign up. You will get an identi
Faculty Adviser
sional personnel in facilities will be held daily to provide an fication paper to take to the
Reporters—Norman Bass, Helen Bemis, Joan Bender, Wes Brown, Chuck Chat
opportunity to pursue an area bank with you. It is at 936
field, Don Cochburn, B. Coveny, David Davis, John Felix, Joyce Francis, ranked among the finest. At the
Farrell Funston, Jan Gaston, Maurice Jones, Drew Juvinall, Jean Lewis, lorn
of major interest. They will deal North Commerce street. Hours
same
time,
students
would
receive
Marovich, Frank Montabana, Ellen Niles, John Nisby, Ron Ohlmeyer, Marj
Rohweder, Donna Roth, Robert Roth, Matthew Russell, Patricia Soule, Anna promotions in a comprehensive with — 1. Dimensions in Ac are: Monday, Wednesday, and
Steffens, John Thomas, Joan Villavicincio and Diana Wilkinson.
personnel program offering them ceptance: What _ progress has Friday, 8-4; and Tuesday, 12-8.
The Bank will furnish a
benefits of retirements, life in been made toward integration in
-EDITORIALsurance, and sick leave coverage. the Pacific Southwest? How do Blood-Mobile to come to the cam
we free ourselves from preju pus if a minimum of 75 people
dices?
2. The Meaning of Love will sign up in the Y. This will
The time has come to mention the age-old gripe ot the First AKL Newspaper
and Marriage: How do we know make it more convenient for
college student—the food in the cafeteria. We received a On The Stands" Now we're in love? What are the re those having transportation prob
sources for a successful mar lems. You can see that the Blood
letter the other day on this subject. Because it was unsigned,
COP's local Omicron Chapter riage? 3. Art and Religion: Do
Bank is anxious to help us. Let's
we cannot print it; but we can mention that some of the of Alpha Kappa Lambda will dis
both agree that man is free and help them and ourselves!
tribute its first chapter newspa creative? Do they reflect real
points that were made were good.
Freshman Jim Lynn from San
per, "Omicron Oddities" today.
ity? This should appeal espe Mateo is chairman of the newlyThe long lines, (when* there is so little time between
This paper will be published cially to students majoring in
classes or between classes and meetings); the fact that, if once each semester, and the mail drama, literature, and the fine formed Study Committee. Jim
and his planning committee,
we are late because of classes, we don't get what is on the ing list will include campus living arts. 4. The Student, the Com which includes Phil Hall, John
munity, and Social Responsibility: Sublett, Bryan Wilber, and Sue
menu; the lack of silverware; and the generally poor quality groups.
How does one become aware of Fisher, have great hopes for the
of the food are all part of the gripes.
community problems? What can group. The group leader will
we do as students, and later as have a three-fold purpose: 1. to be
We realize that the dietitian is working under the dis
citizens?
5. Freedom and Com a resource gatherer; 2. to be a
By TED RAY
advantage of an increased enrollment without expandec
mitment: What does it mean to summarizer; and 3. to be a guide
facilities. This latter should have been taken under consid Clashing of cymbals and the be free? What are the ultimate or discussion.
roll of drums are sounds that values in life? 6. Campus Intel
eration before the enrollment was increased. Nevertheless are heard Monday through Fri lectual Trends: How alive is the The first study group will fol
there must be something that can be done before the rum day on station KCVN's Hi-Fi Con campus intellectual interest? Is a low a book by William Muehl
called Politics for Christians. Mr.
cert.
student exposed to a "cafeteria"
bling becomes as loud as it was two years ago.
Muehl is a lawyer, an experi
of
learning?
7.
American
Foreign
With the aspect of keeping cul
enced
politician, and a professor
ture near the campus, KCVN airs Policy: How is foreign policy de
Editorial Question—Is it necessary to get drunk to enjoy a program from 8-9:15 each even termined? What is the role of the at Yale University. They will take
up subjects in interest, such as:
a football game?
^
ing with complete emphasis on United States in world leader
1. How does religion mix with
classical and contemporary mu ship? The leaders of these sem
politics?; 2. moral politics; 3.
inars
are
fully
qualified
to
lead
sic.
In
this
world
of
Elvis
Pres
College students have suddenly made themselves loom
Christian
insight andudemocratic
tall on the world horizon. In Hungary, they began the revolt ley's, it would appear as if most a lively discussion on the sub process; and 4. joining a party.
of the classics went out with jects. Dr. Ted Gill of Chicago will
which seems to have frightened the Russian Communists "Prohibition"; but many people lead the morning platforms. Right The leader will read the book,
into a show of arms after the Communists had tried to make in the Stockton area find the now, he is on a world tour and condense his thoughts on the
the world believe they had ghost-written the Carnegie volume classical works more to their has written numerous articles for subject, present his ideas to
start the ball rolling, and then
liking. These are the people for a national magazine.
on winning friends and influencing people.
let the students carry the ball as
In the United States, students are beginning to feel a whom station KCVN presents its Don't fail to go to Asilomar be far as they wish.
cause of financial reasons. Re
kinship with those who are trying so desperately for human Hi-Fi Concert.
Jim believes that the program
Preparing the music for the member, there is aid to be found
freedom. This kinship is being shown in several ways. The program is Pat Francois and his at our Y. Tony Fadely, Y chair should be flexible to its mem
World University Service is sending aid in the form of able staff.
man, says, "This isn't charity, bers and should meet the needs
money. At Yale, the students organized "Yale Emergency For those of you who attend because what the student learns, of the group. He will send an
Aid to Hungarian Students." Yrale raised funds and also Miss Short's music classes: you and the returns that he affords "interest-finder" around to the
living-groups which will list subsent out literature to all US colleges so that they woulc are in for a real treat. It seems to not only himself but also to uving-gioups wmui wm
thP
r-niwp
will
be
well
worth
jects that could be discussed ana
the
college,
will
be
well
worth
the
word
is
out,
and
you
will
be
know how to organize such a fund-raising campaign. Po
whatever scholarship aid the Y will leave room for additional
mona College even went so far as to circulate a petition to spending one night each week can give him." Dr. Burns ex suggestions. There will also be
listening to the Hi-Fi Concert at
find out how many would give up college to fight for Hun the campus station. COP's FM presses the idea that some finan a sign-up sheet in the Y for those
who are interested in participatgary.
station is cooperating fully with cial aid is given by alumni of ing in these study groups. Be
the
college.
"If
you
find
yourself
We are not trying to push any of these ideas. Our rea Miss Short and will soon have
a satisfied customer after attend sure to sign up. It's sure to be
son for mentioning them at all is to show that students can the correlated program in full ing Asilomar, then you may help very stimulating.
swing.
have more on their minds than games and dances and such
others when you become an alum
Maybe we should start thinking, too.
Teacher: Now Freddy how do nus." So, get on the bandwagon English Association
you think Noah spent his time and sign up for Asilomar.
The Stockton Blood Bank, be T o Meet Tomorrow
while on the ark? (There was no
o
response.)
ing
aware of the value of Asilo
T
"Expectations of English Pr°'
V
Teacher: I suppose he fished a mar, has agreed with the Y to
ficiency
for Entering College
lot.
pay not the usual $5 per pint of
or
Freddy: Hah! Fine chance with blood, but $10 for the Asilomar Freshmen" will be the main top
Scholarship Fund. Not only will ic of discussion at the meeting
only two worms!
MAKE YOUR OWN
of the College English Associa
<$>
•P
tion of the Bay Area at San
ART PAPERS - GLITTER - PAINTS - GLUE
Francisco State College tomor
o
row.
S E N D H E R T H E B E S T
We Can Supply Your Needs
Thdse representing COP at the
meeting will be Dr. Clair C. 0 —Helpful Suggestions—
son, Dr. Lawrence J. Osborne,
Professor Martha Pierce, Pr°'
F R O M
fessor Emma Baumgardner, an
Dean Edward Betz.
Topics to be presented will °e
"What Colleges Consider an A"®"
quate Program," "The Hig
2365 PACIFIC AVENUE
HO 2-6550
ON THE CAMPUS
School Program," and "One Co
I lege's Program."
Published every Friday during the College /ear by the Pacific Student Association.
Entered «hl4nd-cla«
matter October 24,'1924, at the Post Office, Stockton, Cal.forn.o,
under the Act of March 3, 1879.
______

1

A way for students to pay
their way through college under a
Federal work-study engineering
program was offered recently by
W. A. Foley, Director o f t h e
Twelfth US Civil Service Region.

AVENUE FLOWER SHOP
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COP Plays Host To
Debate Tournament

Labs In TV Offered By
Local Station KOVR

Page Three

An Open Letter Looking Back On R.E. Week

A professional laboratory and
One of the largest collegiate
When, at the earlier football
By HELEN BEMIS
speech competitions in the nation a system of production appren games this fall, the spectators did
is being held at COP and Stock ticeships for television students not stand while the hymn was When I consider thy football gates; but the view of God and
ton College this week.
at the College of the Pacific is sung but did stand during the games, the term papers and ex the practicality of religion as a
The annual intercollegiate tour being provided by station KOVR. playing of the national anthem, I ams which thou hast ordained, guide to student problems emerg
nament of the Western Speech
General manager Terry Lee has felt we were honoring our nation what is God that I should be ed enrichened by the diversity.
Association began Thursday at 9 invited the campus trainees to but not showing much honor or mindful of Him, and the houses Large, attentive audiences gave
of God that I should visit them? their applause and their questions
a.m.; it will continue through 9 take over KOVR's Stockton stu respect for God.
p.m. Saturday.
dios for two hours each Tuesday At the last two games, how The days of November 11-15 to the speakers.
with variations
Paul Winters, COP forensics evening. Bel Lange of the KOVR ever, this was changed. The stu were filled
Religious Emphasis Week
head and director of the tourna staff and John C. Crabbe, COP dent body section of the bleach of this theme. Religious Empha proved again and again that the
ment, announced that 54 colleges radio-TV director, coordinate the ers did stand during the hymn, as sis Week is over, but let us not question mark is and must be
in California, Oregon, Utah, sessions. Students have full use well as during the national an allow the topsoil of complacency the trade-mark of the student and
Washington, Idaho, Nevada, Ariz of cameras, microphones, lights, them, and thus led the other it disturbed to settle back for a the teacher. Faculty firesides of
long winter's nap in the family fered rare opportunities for the
ona, and New Mexico made ad and props required to carry out spectators to do the same.
vance registration for the tourna their experimental production I wish to commend the stu pew. The week itself was a suc fellowship of small groups of
cess, for the activities brought individuals who enjoyed the
ment. Twenty-seven entries of the projects.
dents for initiating and setting faculty and students together in amazing freedom to express
823 contestants for the various
No student-produced programs the example for the rest of us in
a situation where both were opinions and beliefs as individu
events are from COP.
are now released by KOVR, but giving at least as much respect
Contests are scheduled in five the COP group may develop an to God as to our country in this learners. Many explorations were als. College life is markedly
held that probed into our daily lacking in chances for intimate
divisions: debate, oratory, discus on-the-air workshop production pre-game ceremony.
lives
and our weekly beliefs.
discussion groups and the sincere
sion, extempore speaking, and in later in the semester. Meanwhile,
Frank A. Lindhorst
The tone of the week was set exchange of beliefs, problems,
terpretative reading. Debaters the laboratory projects give each
and
exclamation
will argue the merits of the Uni student experience in all major Professor of Religious Education at the fellowship dinner on No questions,
vember 11. There, one hundred points. It is a good feeling to be
ted States economic aid to foreign TV functions — directing, carpstudents cut across usual party enveloped in the warmth of those
countries, the official national de era, and talent.
lines, as Pacific fellowships dis who are discovering new and old
bate question for 1956. Discussion
In addition to the lab sessions,
covered the warmth that comes ideas together. The personal re
groups and extempore speakers students are serving as KOVR
from sharing food and song to lationship between Pacific fac
will deal with the role of the US apprentices.
gether.
It is difficult to maintain ulty members and students has
in the Middle East. Orators and
The industry-campus coopera
By JAN GASTON
strict consciousness of difference been a welcome contributor and
readers choose their subjects.
tion gives the college a laboratory
in belief when one is in a group recipient in all phases of the
Tournament competition is in it couldn't afford to buy and gives DEAN OF MEN
All high sophomores who plan of humans all faced with the week's program.
four divisions — upper division the industry access to qualified
to apply for junior standing must same problem of juggling on the One of the most significant in
and lower division sections for trainees for future personnel.
do so by December 14, Dean Ed lap a paper plate heaped with dications of the spirit of R.E.
men and for women.
spaghetti, a carton of milk, ice Week was present in the group
Bob Bersi, John TeSelle, Mer- Vanderlaan will participate in ex ward Betz has announced.
If you are a high sophomore cream, silverware, napkin, and a of students who gathered to cele
vin Hoffman, Don Duns, Carol tempore speaking and debate.
brate the Roman Catholic Low
who
has completed 56 units, your tiny shred of dignity.
Morely, Priscilla Guezec, Dennis
College of the Pacific has
Day, and Marilyn Earley, all rep hosted many invitational speech application can be obtained at the The greatest expression of the Mass at 7:00 o'clock each morn
spirit of youth present in religion ing. While the Catholic students
resenting COP, will each partici meets and regional tournaments office of the Dean of Men.
pate in three scheduled events in of Pi Kappa Delta forensic frat check with your lower division was given by seventy-seven year entered into the familiar worship
of their own church, the meaning
the tournament. Art Mesistrano ernity, but Mr. Winters estimates adviser is recommended, and the old Ruth St. Denis on Sunday
of each step of the Mass was
of Pacific is a contestant in in that this is the biggest talk fest completed application should be night. Her sparkle and grace ra
diated
in
her
lecture
and
in
every
explained
to those of other faiths
turned
in
to
Mr.
Taylor
on
or
terpretative reading, and Sue ever scheduled for Stockton.
movement. She spoke to her large by Father Forrest. The picket
before the deadline.
This process gives the applicant audience as if they were friends, fence was down, as the worship
COLLEGE WITH RELIGION
an opportunity to make sure his not cabbage heads, and the audi pers left to enter the crisp fresh
necessary
requirements have been ence responded by reflecting her ness of a new day and of a new
By CLARENCE IRVING
fulfilled in order to achieve ad enthusiasm and interest in their understanding.
applause and in their questions. There were many other events
vanced standing.
Miss
St. Denis has devoted her of the week that offered meaning
A high sophomore cannot take
part in advance registration until life, her speech, and her dance to to the life of the Pacific student.
his application has been com the opening of the frontier in the There is no doubt that the mean
church, planting the seeds of her ing was successfully offered. Its
pleted.
conviction that religion and art effectiveness depends upon your
Ironically, football at Pacific and our recent Religious Empha
can and must be one; for religion, willingness and courage to con
sis Week might be more related other than by the fact that year DEAN OF WOMEN
tinue to explore the" question,
in its deepest sense, is art.
before las.1 San Jose College stole our Religious Emphasis Week
Housing reservations for the
The illusion of neat, white "Has God Been Campused?" It
banner which, read "Is Religion Practical?"
spring semester, 1957, are now be
picket fences that mark the prop takes a lot of vision to change
For, as I sat in chapel Tuesday before last, enthralled by the ing accepted, Dean Catherine Da erty lines of religious creeds wav weekly beliefs into daily action
R.E. Week talk of Rev. Hawthorne, I recall that I felt the warm vis has announced.
ered many times as new gates and hourly thought, so keep your
A deposit of $10 is required to opened during R.E. Week. The bifocals on.
relation to the students surrounding me which is called, I think,
school spirit," and which I'm sure you've felt at football games. hold a reservation. This deposit four .speakers, Rev. Richard C.
may be paid at the information
In California losses from weeds
"But how in creation," you may ask, "could one experience window of the Business Office be Dwyer, Rev. Robert Hawthorne,
Dean Alan W. Watts, and Rabbi and the cost of weed control are
school spirit in two such different places as the chapel and the
tween now and December 8. This
gridiron?" To this question I can offer no explanation, mainly applies to holders of all types of Bernard D. Rosenberg, intro about 200 million dollars an
duced God through four different nually.
because I find the term "school spirit" difficult to define.
scholarships and to residents of
In current usage, school spirit seems to mean concerted stu Manor Hall.
dent-faculty action which creates a sort of esprit de corp toward a
Requests for change of rooms
common object, such as a college or a football team. If this is so, should be made at this time. No
then we would positively have a basis for indicating that school applications or requests can be
spirit can be felt at the gridiron as well as in chapel.
assured after the deadline, De
cember
8. Housing assignments
What persists in confusing the matter, however, is that some
elements on campus think that school spirit is the feeling caused will be mailed to students imme
by such careless, sometimes destructive, behavior as putting the diately after Christmas vacation.
cafeteria s chairs on top of the End Zone or racing across a foot
ball field at an inappropriate time to regain a "treasured" item. SURFACED ROADS
Sixty-three per cent of the road
Both these attitudes of school spirit are current on our campus, mileage ...
. .
.iso
in the United States
and both require a mature analysis. Because, it seems to us that surfaced, reports the California
one of them is a direct contradiction of the term.
State Automobile Association.
^that's Right Ladies! With Every JRD/T/
Two Pair You Get Two Spares

DATA FROM
THE DEANS

QUESTION OF THE WEEK: SCHOOL SPIRITIS IT FOUND ONLY ON THE GRIDIRON?

SPECIAL

Have
"THE TIME OF
YOUR LIFE"
Tonight At
8:30
**y'*•»1 ww»w»»vwwyyv»vy

GET SET FOR CHRISTMAS
. . . AIM TOWARD GLUSKIN'S
IMPRINTED HALLMARK CARDS — 25 for $1.95 and up
4

Here's a rare opportunity to get a real long-lasting supply of fine
nylon hosiery for far less than you ever imagined! A regular $1.25
value for only $],00—plus-a spare. When you buy this package of
two pairs and two spares, you are actually getting three pairs of fine
nylon hose. Take advantage of this offer NOW. Clip and mail the
coupon below for fast delivery.

FLASH CAMERA KITS — from $9.85
You Can't Miss . . .
when you Shop at

STOCKING-OFFER/

DENISE HOSIERY
BOX 227, READING, PA
Please send me two pairs and two spares of Denise Hosiery.
For this I am enclosing $2.00.

Nome-

Sire

. Address-

2034 Pacific Avenue

Cityr

-Stote-

DENISE HOSIERY

.:.

Length

Business Sheer •
Dress Sheer Q
O Beige • Taupe

BOX 227, READING. PA.
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THOUGHTS IN PASSING

Orchestra To Present
Concert December 4
A queen
she will be

with this choice
from thee

Wed-Lok

'Empress

$300
Fed. tax included

BORELLI
Jewelers

2043 Pacific Ave.
HO 2-2443

BOOKS

CIVIL SERVICE JOBS

the best Christmas gift
CHRISTMAS CARDS with personality
GIFTS

for absolutely everybody

COME BROWSE AROUND

THE BOOKMARK
2103 PACIFIC AVE.

HO 6-980J

"THE LATEST IN HAIR FASHIONS
BY MR. PAT AND HIS STAFF"

DUNLAPS
Stockton Dry Goods

HO 6-7555

2019 Pacific Ave.

KNOBBY

By RON OHLMEYER

The Conservatory Orchestra
will present a concert on Tues
day evening, December 4, at
8:15.
Horace Brown will direct the
orchestra, and Norman Lamb
will be the viola soloist.
The program will be as fol
lows:
Prelude to
"Die Meistersinger"
Wagner
The Walk to the
Paradise Garden
Delius
Harold in Italy
Berlioz
Harold in the Mountains
Procession of Pilgrims
singing the evening hymn
Serenade of an Abruzzi
mountaineer to his sweetheart
The Brigand's Orgies
Viola solo—Norman Lamb
The first senior recital will be
presented on December 11. Patty
Lou Lloyd will be the featured
soloist.

US Civil Service Commission
has announced that applications
are still being accepted for ac
countant and auditor positions
with starting salaries of $3,670 a
year in various Federal agencies
in Washington DC and other
spots throughout tjie United
States.
To qualify, applicants must
have had appropriate education or
experience or possess a CPA cer
tificate. Those who qualify on. the
basis of experience only will be
required to pass ah accounting
test to demonstrate satisfactory
knowledge of accounting princi
pies.
Full information may be ob
tained from the US Civil Service
Commission, Washington 25, DC.
Recruiting is going on for en
gineers and draftsmen for Fed
eral research and development
projects in California and Neva
da, the US Civil Service Commis
sion announced recently.

Great things are done where
Men and Mountains meet;
This is not done by
Jostling in the Street.
— also from Blake

Here lies John Trot,
the Friend of all mankind:
He has not left
one Enemy behind.
Friends were quite hard to
find, old authors say;
But now they stand
in every bodies way.
William Blake

One of the most recent cam
pus blunders was the "whisper
ing campaign" concerning the socalled ineffectiveness of the rally
committee. The further accusa
tion directed at Commissioner
John Sylvester seems incredible.
We know from observation that
the rally committee is a hard
working group. Staging rallies
requires much time not only on
the part of entertainers, but the
committee as well. The high
standard of performancfe that
has been established at Pacific
this semester is indicative of this.

Somewhere in the space of
time (which heals all wounds)
the issue concerning the band—
or, more specifically, Mr. Art
Corra — passed through an at
mosphere of waning momentum,
died a natural death, and was
buried. In the beginning, we were
of the opinion that the subject
should have been left exactly
where it originated. However,
there are a few things yet to be
said, for achievement cannot be
The Rally Commissioner has
disregarded.
directed the committee with fore
So late in the game, our opin sight and ingenuity. Undoubtedly
ions become a post mortem re there have been occasions when
flection. To begin with, no one he has provoked individual re
was of the opinion that the fault sentment; but it should be a mat
rested with enthusiastic members ter of considerable consequence
of the student body, and our own before being made to appear a
sentiments are definitely in ac public issue, if even then. In ad
cord here.
dition, one would have to be a
The most important point was proverbial superman to hold such
not even extricated from the con a position and not offend a single
fusion. Basically, the issue was person.

one of personality. We can un
Cooperation, and not one-sided
derstand Mr. Corra's attitude con criticism, is an aid to success.
cerning the injustice he felt had Personally, we would be more
been served the band, but this apt to gamble our last dollar
attitude was primarily personal with Mr. Pedestal.
in nature. For that reason, all of
SEE YOU — IN PASSING
us certainly would be assuming
more than our share in pronounc
ing definite judgment on his en
suing reaction.
We know of no one who is at
all times a credit to himself and
the people or organizations he
COP's School of Pharmacy has
may represent. Undoubtedly it inaugurated a series of post
takes more than a college educa graduate or in-service training
tion to instill in us knowledge of programs for the practicing pharthe necessity for overlooking hu micists of the Stockton-Lodi-Manman frailities.
teca-Tracy area.
There are few people who per
The 1956-57 series got underway
form the duties of their office at 9:15 p.m. on November 19 at
with as much sincerity and en Weber Hall. Dr. C. C. Riedesel,
thusiasm as Art Corra. • Conse associate professor of physiologyquently the further assertion that pharmacology at Pacific, will pre
he was also inconsiderate of sent the first program, a discus
traditional loyalty is nothing sion on the newer tranquilizing
more than ridiculous.
drugs.

Pharmacy School Has
Post-Grad Program

whenever you see
glasgo

s w e a t e r s

you're seeing the finest• fur-blend ever
soft and lovely blending
of Lambs Wool ond fur with all
the meticulous details of the
finest. Full fashioned, of
course, in a multitude of
luscious colors.

THERE MUST BE REASONS WHY
MORE AND MORE COEDS SHOP AT

MARLENES
2345 PACIFIC AVENUE

A. V-neck, novelty stitching 14.98
B. Mock turtle neck, wear open
or closed, with pearl buttons
front of back 12.98
C. Mock turtle neck,
raglan sleeve
cardigan 12.98
D. Embossed novelty
knit fly
cardigan 15.98

"On The Miracle Mile"

FOR THOSE GORGEOUS

SKIRTS
AND SWEATERS
IN MATCHING COLORS
See Marlene's Tremendous
Selections NOW!
All the New Shades in Cypress Green, Aqua
Marine, Daffodil Yellow, Flamingo Red, Iris
Blue — Sizes 8 to 18

•SKIRTS

INP/tP-TO-MATCHCOLORS

SKIRTS
SWEATERS

-

from 8.98
from 8.98

'I
11
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JI D ALINE'S HI ISDOM
FOR

SOPHISTICATES

pear Addy,
I suppose you've heard of peo
ple losing their shirts at football
games. Well, I did. It was at the
Uardin-Simmons game, and all I
did was take it off for a minute
to show my hairy chest, and
somebody stole it or something.
How can I get my shirt back? It
was really a nice shirt, with a
cute little button in the back and
everything, and I really want it
back. Really.
An Archite

One of the reasons why I believe
we can say this is the cooperation
that we have received from our
members.
Concerning restrictions placed
on women, our rules are of aver
age intensity. They are not as
strict as some of other campuses,
and yet they are not so lenient
that the women have so much
extra time that they never get
their studying done.
All in all, I believe that we do
have an organization of which to
be proud. Thanks to all who have
made it so.

Dear Archite,
Really!! If you can stand it,
look around the area of the Ar- AD-LIBS
Did you hear about the time
chania rooting section, and you
they threw a beer can on the Ad
may find it.
Building lawn? ... Is everyone
sick of talking about Thanksgiv
Dear Addy,
ing? . . . What's that cute little
When I came to this here nickname your mother has for
school, I figgered I was gonna you, Matt? . . . Judging from
have some fun. Now they made signs around campus, Dave Orton
me put away my switch-blade, is ugly . . . The Alpha Thetes are
stop distilling whiskey in the always late, but they finally gave
sink, and make me bring girls Jeannie a wedding shower . . .
home by eleven. Gee, Addy, we Between watching the moon, the
can't do nothin', and that ain't fire, and the empty space in the
fun. I really ain't happy here at center of the rooting section, ev
eryone was pretty busy at the
Pacific.
Hardin-Simmons game . . . Ru
A Real Fraternity Man
mor has it some pledges are real
Dear ARFM,
ly going to get it this week . . .
Right about now, neither is Spurs delivered Thanksgiving bas
anyone else.
kets to needy families last week
. . . Man, do you need a haircut!
. . . The AWS off-campus party
Dear Addy,
will be December 5 in the Ander
I've been wondering about son Social Hall, and it really
something. There is a great deal should be tops . . . Who is taking
o f f e e l i n g o n c a m p u s a b o u t t h e the Stockton Record sports page
limits that have been placed on from West Hall?
student activities. Being a girl, I
was wondering just how our or
ganization of the Associated Wo
men Students compares with that
of other colleges and universities?
Just Curious
Dear Curious,
After talking to representatives
from colleges and universities of
northern California and Nevada,
I found that our organization at
COP holds a more prominent
place on campus than do like or
ganizations on other campuses.

GREENWOOD-SPEAKE Newman Club Plans
TROTH ANNOUNCED Christmas Festivities

Lisa Greenwood's engagement
to Charles Speake was announced
recently to 30 relatives and
friends at an informal dinner
party in Santa Rosa, the couple's
hometown.
Lisa is secretary of Alpha Epsilon Rho and is publicity director
for KCVN.
"Chuck" is president of Alpha
Epsilon Rho and is the director
of special events and sports at
KCVN.

SOUTH HALL HAS
CHRISTMAS TEA
South Hall will hold its annual
tea on Sunday, December 2, from
3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
The theme for the tea is Candy
Cane Christmas. The residents of
the hall will decorate their doors,
and prizes will be awarded for
the most attractive doors
General chairman for the event
is Liz Rayl. Her committees and
their chairmen include hostess
ing, Burta Houk; refreshments,
Winnie Knutson; decorations, Pat
Pettit and Jan Wanger; clean
up, Marilyn Holland; and baking,
Gwen Pearce.

ZETA PHI DANCE
Zeta Phi will hold its semi
annual pledge dance tomorrow
night from 8 to 12 p.m. at Micke's
Grove.
The theme will be kept a se
cret from the pledges until they
arrive at the dance. Music will
be provided by Ted Herman and
his band.
Committee chairmen are Bar
bara
Amirkhan,
decorations;
Jean Kepford, bids; Sally Gan
non, refreshments; Mona Fikry,
chaperones; and Betty McDonald,
band.

A Christmas party with all the
trimmings is being planned by
the members of the Newman
Club and will be held at a regular
meeting on December 11 in An
derson Y.
The Pre-Cana conferences spon
sored by the club have come to a
close. President Marvin Taylor
reports that good attendance was
evident throughout the confer
ences, showing that the program
reached students from all parts
of the campus. A discussion on
the Pre-Cana speakers and a re- COP Students To Be
evaluation of the semester's ac In Poetry Anthology
tivities is slated for December 4.
Poems by five COP students
The first issue of the Pacific
Newmanite, the Newman Club's have been accepted by the Na
newspaper, made its appearance tional Poetry Association for
publication in their Annual An
on our campus November 27.
thology of College Poetry.
The selections which will ap
APP Student Branch pear are "Unconquered" by Carol
Weast, "Hell" by Marilyn Geist,
Holds First Meeting
"Love's Reward" by Patricia
College of the Pacific's student Ward, "When Life Grinds Down"
branch of the American Pharma by Neil Porterfield, and "Mon
ceutical Association held their terey, Mexico" by Patricia Sanfirst convocation yesterday.
ford.
Jack Kresse, the medical detail
The anthology is a compila
man from the Pitman Moore tion of poetry written by college
Company of Sacramento, gave men and women from every sec
the convocation talk and showed tion of the country.
a film.

AKL-ZETA PHI
EXCHANGE HELD
Zeta Phi and Alpha Kappa
Lambda held a buffet supper ex
change last night at the Zeta
Phi house.
Chairmen of the committees
were Bobbi Simonds, food; and
Vilma Ort, clean-up. Entertain
ment was provided by Annette
Granger and the Zeta Phi pledges.

JOAN KEAGY

West Hall—Senior
Letterman

WE

OF

THE

T-H-E-A'T-E-K
JUST

SIMPLY

•

L-O-V-E

Belgimere Sweaters

SLACKS
On the campus, in the class
room, around the links
Rough Rider Slacks take top
honors. They're action-tai
lored. Try on a pair today.

So grand to play in and just so easy to
wash . . . imported Merino Lambs
Wool with old European craftsman
ship. CRAZY! Cardigan 10.95

CATALINA . . . exclusive at K*M

MORADIAN'S
1905 Country Club Blvd.

iiiimiiBiiinuiniiBai
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TIGER MERMEN FINISH SEASON
WITH 14 WINS; ONLY 2 LOSSES

Cheers T o Pacific's
JackMoose" Myers

For an athlete and coach s
against the Olympic Club. This young in years, Jack "Moose
time the club had a much Myers has come a long way.
stronger team, and the Tigers
After only one year as assis
slipped by with a 6-5 score. Fe ant coach and three as head foo
lix, with four, was top scorer in ball coach, all at Pacific, "Moose
this one; while Gaughran and Mo- was appointed athletic director c
reau scored one apiece.
the Tigers on April 1, 1956, at th
In the second round the Tigers age of 31. His appointmer
met the Athens Club. This game marked the first time Pacific ha
Before this tournament, the Ti again saw Gaughran in top shape.
ever combined the job of footba]
gers had beaten the Cal Bears He scored nine points and Felix coach and athletic director.
in the COP pool by a score of 9-6 took two. With this victory, the
Four years ago when Myers wa;
to gain the championship of the Tigers went on to meet Cal in the
appointed head coach, he was thi
Northern California Water Polo finals.
youngest head man at a majo
League in the "A" Division. This
In this last game, the Tigers football school in the nation a
was the first time in Pacific's were disorganized from the first the age of 28.
history that a Tiger water polo quarter. The Bears took advan
During his four years at Paci
team won the championship. This tage of this, racking up an 8-0
game was won by the team as lead at the half. In the third fic, Myers has had to face tht
toughest schedules ever attempted
well as by the top personal per quarter, the Tigers scored once
by the Bengals. When he as
formance of Bob Gaughran, who via a free throw by Gaughran.
sumed
the job in 1953, the Tigers
played undoubtedly the best During the last quarter the Ti
Tnm
TTl/-vw«r.
—
_*
,,
Tom Flores,
College
of
the the early part of next year.
were at a low ebb material-wise,
game
of
the
year
and
scored
seven
gers finally started to play water Gradually, however, the team has
Pacific football star who came to
In hitting on 12 out of 14
the Tigers from Sanger, Califor passes against San Jose, the points. Felix scored the other two. polo and tallied five points
been strengthened until "Moose"
COP's next victim was the San Gaughran, 2; Felix, 2; and Mo- believes the 1957 edition will be
nia, has proved to be another Ed flinging Flores also set a school
Francisco Olympic Club, which
LeBaron.
record for accuracy at 85.7 per came to town on November 17 reau, 1. Now Cal started to one of Pacific's better post-war
freeze the game, and many of the groups.
With 73 completions Flores cent, replacing the 66 per cent
and was sent back to the city Tigers fouled out. This weakened
moves into the 5th spot on the by Jacobs 3 years ago
In each of the past three sea
all-time list of Pacific passers, Three touchdown passes against with a 14-3 defeat. This win gave the COP defense, and Cal came sons, Myers has come up with at
even though he has played but San Jose and 3 passes intercepted the Tigers a 7-1 record in the back to score five more points to least one stunning upset — over
bring the score of this final S t a n f o r d , 2 5 - 2 0 , i n 1 9 5 3 ; o v e r
1 year. He'll be , after the 107 a g a i n s t H a r d i n - S i m m o n s tl i e du league.
On
Monday,
November
19,
the
game
of the season to 15-6 in Texas Tech, 20-7, in 1954; and
0 .
' Jacobs and the 1081 Flores with several others for
Tigers started the tournament Cal's favor.
tigure of Doug Scovil through |school records.
over Oregon State, 13-7, in 1955—
leading observers to believe that
during the course of the next
season "Moose's" Bengals will be
in there up-ending some favorite.
Jack Myers has been an out
Gene Cronin, former COP foot standing athlete all his life —
By JOHN THOMAS
ball star, has earned himself a first at Ventura High School,
GREATER
The Pacific Tigers Cubs will starting berth as defensive tackle then UCLA, and then in profes
host Poly High of San Francisco for the Detroit Lions football sional football with the Philadel
on December 1. The game will team.
phia Eagles and Los Angeles
begin at 5:45.
Gene played at McClatchy High Rams. His only previous coaching
The starting lineup against the School in Sacramento, earning experience was a year as back"YOU CAN'T RUN AWAY FROM IT'
team that is always high in the All-Northern California honors field coach at Pacific in 1951.
and "MIAMI EXPOSE"
San Francisco League will be: there. His next stop was Sacra
When "Moose" was at Ventura,
Leroy Wright, 6' 8" C. from Tex mento Junior College, where he lettering in football, basketball,
as, who last week led the frosh to played for a year at the tackle baseball and tennis, he earned a
reputation as one of the school's
a 12-point win over the Varsity position.
In 1952 Gene came to Pacific as all-time great athletes. At UCLA
in a 30-minute scrimmage; Norm
Bass, 6' 2" F. from Vallejo, who a hot prospect for the gridiron he was an All-Coast fullback on
IT HAD
is a deadly shooter; Neil Staf sport. From this point on, he the Bruin 1946 Rose Bowl team
TO END
ford, 6' 5" F. from Santa Rosa, a started his rise to football fame. and a heavy hitting first base
WITH THIS |
good rebounder; Lee Goodwin, 5' In 1953 he was selected as the man on the baseball nine. He also
SAVAGE, I
10" G., a jump shooter with tre Most Outstanding Lineman on lettered in basketball one year.
STARTLING f
mendous spring; and Bob Down- the Tiger squad. In 1954 Gene
In pro football, Jack was con
um, 6' 0" G., a good play maker was voted the Most Valuable Se sidered the top blocking back in
SHOWDOWN
nior Player and was selected, the game while performing for
frbm Dos Palos.
along with end A. D. Williams, to the Eagles in,, 1948, '49, and '50.
Wright, the 6-foot 8-inch Tex represent COP in the annual
They were World Champions in
an who seems destined to re East-West Shrine Game.
1948-49. His final season with
write the basketball record books
Upon graduation, Gene was the
at the College of the Pacific, will third-draft choice of the Detroit Philadelphia saw Myers win the
making his first appearance in Lions to play professional foot team's Most< Valuable Player
award.
Saturday's game.
ball. The Lions are currently
After a year coaching Pacific
Wright, who has all the looks banging at the front door of the
backs
in 1951, "Moose" played in
of a big man and moves with Western Division; and, with
the speed of a little man, figures Gene playing better every game, 1952 with Los Angeles and was
to do most of the scoring for the it looks like it may be a cham one of the forces that drove the
Rams into the Western Division
frosh along with Norm Bass.
pionship ball club.
play-offs.
Myers' regime at Pacific fea
tures emphasis on youth. The
SAMUEL GOLDWYN. JR.
presents
Farrell Funston was chosen *a number
'
•- hospital entire staff averages but 29 years
of- days
in the
Player of the Week for his alert and underwent an operation on of age.
and aggressive playing against his knee. He is now out of the
Hardin-Simmons. He was changed hospital and doing fine, although TEMPER
A person with a temper often
from fullback to end this year h i s transportation consists o f
and must be acclaimed for the crutches. He is majoring in Physi gets into trouble. If a person with
very excellent football he has cal Education and hopes to be a temper loses it when he drives
e
played. Farrell was misfortunate- come a coach. He is one of the a car, he may also lose his lif says
the
California
State
Automo
ly injured in this game and spent men on the squad who is married
bile Association.
College of the Pacific's water
polo team wound up its season
with a 15-6 loss to the Cal Bears
in the final of the PAA Cham
pionship Tournament.
This gave the Tigers a 14-2
record for the season.

Flingin' Tom Flores Out To Break Records

FROSH BASKETBALL CRONIN IN LIONS
STARTS DECEMBER I STARTING LINE-UP

STARTS SUNDAY AT 11 A.M

Funsfon Last Week's Outstanding Player

2nd FEATURE!

GET YOUR ROYAL COFFEE
WITH THE HIGH I. Q.
— AT —

BETTE DAVIS

For the Largest
Collection Of

THE EHD ZONE
- YOUR ON-CAMPUS REFRESHMENT CENTER —

In Central California
Remember:
IT'S A SKIP AND A HOP TO

THEE RRECORD
I
STOP
28 N. California

lfM

HO 2-3332

INTRODUCING COACH SWEET
By MAURICE JONES

Player Of The Week

was born 35 years ago join the physical education staff
cotton farm "deep in the of his Alma Mater until such or
heart of Texas," our guest for ders were forthcoming.
the week, Van (first name) Sweet
One of the people to be called
(last name), has been an avid into the service was the basket
sports fan. From the time he was ball coach of the Bruins, sending
old enough to throw a rock or the Bruin team into the 1943-44
shoot a sling shot at a rabbit, season without a coach. Again
the mention of sports of any kind luck came his way, and Van was
has found a listening ear from asked to coach the Bear varsity,
Van.
making him the youngest head
As is common knowledge about coach ever to serve in the South
the campus, Van serves as varsity west Conference. The team fin
basketball coach for the college ished above .500 per cent and
and at present is very engrossed climbed out of the Conference Last Saturday COP played their
in preparing the team for the cellar at the expense of the Texas Ifinal game of the 1956 season; and
coming season.
Aggies.
Tom Green, the Tigers' fullback,
He started school in a one-room
On the physical education staff finished it with them for the first
country school known as Splawn at Baylor with Van was Dr. Wal.
, ,
Elementary School. Every morn ter Knox, who was to be instru* SmCe he haS been on the
ing, rain or shine, Van and his mental in Van's coming to Cali-1squad"
two brothers and one of his three fornia. Dr. Knox served in the
Green, a quiet senior pre-med
sisters would walk three miles to Armed Forces YMCA program
student
and member of Rho
school and repeat the ordeal in during the war and was stationed
Lambda
Phi,
had been hampered
reverse in the afternoon.
at one time in San Diego. He be
by
injuries
which
rendered him
After graduating from the came interested in an administra
sixth grade, Van's parents packed tive vacancy in the Stockton Uni- unable to finish either season for
up all six of the kids and moved fied School District and College
'as'~ *wo years.
to a small Texas town known as of the Pacific, and, upon being
Green was chosen "Player
Ben Arnold (population about interviewed, was hired for the job of the Week" after winning ac50). Ben Arnold, as the popula of coordinator of health, physical claim for his outstanding job
tion count would indicate, fielded education, and recreation.
both offensively and defensively
no athletic teams except basket One of his first jobs was to against the "Sun Devils" of Ariball. So, as a seventh grader, Van find a basketball coach for the zona State.
was introduced to the sport which Stockton College team. Dr. KnoxI ....
_
A1j-hough a senior, Tom has
later was to mean so much to him wrote Van a letter asking if he
as far as an education and a life would be interested in the job. another year of ehglblllty left
profession were concerned. "Be This was a golden opportunity because oi his lnIurles ln Previ"
ous years; 80 we can exPect to
cause of my extreme height and Van could not turn down.
For six years he served as s«e a lot more of his fine playing
because there were only a few
boys out for the team, I had no basketball and baseball coach for at the fullback sPot next yeartrouble making the squad," Van Stockton College and enjoyed reaTom attributes his successful
says.
sonable success. His team of 1950- season (that being one without
Ben Arnold High School only 51 was the eighth best junior injuries) to Assistant Coach Ken
offered classes through the tenth college team in the US.
Swearingen, whose job it has
grade; so upon graduation, our
In 1953 Van was offered the job been to keep an eye on Tom and
guest was transferred to Yoe of varsity basketball and varsity to see that he stays in one piece,
High School in Cameron, Texas. baseball coach for Pacific. His Also praise goes to Mel Moretti,
After one year as a starting teams in basketball have shown the COP trainer whose training
forward for the Yoemen, Van was steady improvement since a dis- tables were Green's home until
offered a basketball scholarship mal freshman year of 3 won and|this year.
to Baylor University. He accepted 20 lost. In four years his teams
it and stepped into what had went from the bottom of the Tom is well deserving of his
been previously a dream world. league to a position where this honor this week, and we will be
During his four years at Bay year it is picked by many to win looking forward for more of the
lor, Van w<f& starting forward for over a very strong field which same next year when our Tigers
two years for the Bears; he grad includes USF, San Jose State, and take the field.
uated in 1943. During his senior Santa Clara.
year, he had the honor of serv His yearly records to date have
ing as captain of the team.
been as follows: 1952-53, 3 won
In 1943, most of the students and 20 lost; 1953-54, 9 won and
were being called into the armed 17 lost; 1954-55, 11 won and 15
services; and Van, having joined lost; and 1955-56, 15 won and 11
the Navy V-7 program, expected lost.
to be called any day. However,
If the trend continues, this
there was some delay in his or could be a bumper year for Van
ders; and Van had a chance to Sweet and his Bengal Tigers.
Since he

on a

TIGERS, HAMPERED BY INJURIES,
DOWNED BY ARIZONA STATE 19-6

By MATT RUSSELL
Injuries and fumbles combined and surprise, Pacific was penal
to help the Arizona State 'Sun ized 15 important yards, the rea
Devils' hand Pacific a 19 - 6 loss son being given as piling.
last Saturday night in jam-packed
The Tigers outgunned the Sun
Goodwin Stadium at Tempe.
Devils, rolling up 421 yards on
In the season's finale, the Ti the ground and in the air. Four ^
gers played their best; and only times the Tigers were within
the lack of key injured players scoring distance, but they could
prevented the Bengals from not move the ball across the goal
scoring an overwhelming victory. line.
The Tigers only lost by the
All Arizona scores came as a
score, though this is usually result of bad breaks for the Ti
enough. The game's statistics gers. The first score came on a
proved very decisively that, for blocked kick, which was the re
the lack of the breaks, the score sult of a bad pass from the cen
could have been easily the other ter. Their second and third
way around.
scores were results of two Tiger
There must be some credit fumbles.
given to the Sun Devils, who are
Injuries from the Hardin-Simundoubtedly the best Pacific has mons game kept Farrell Funston
faced this season. Their fleet and Jack Larscheid at home. Fun
backs and hard charging line were ston is now recovering from a
tops.
knee operation performed two
Pacific's ground game did well, weeks ago.
but most of the big chunks of
In the first quarter of play
yardage came from long passes. Tom Flores and Roger Metoyer
The Tigers' only score came as a were both removed from the
result of a pass from Junior gama; both suffered head in
Reynosa to Chuck Chatfield late juries.
in the 4th quarter.
Dick Bass re-injured his leg and
The impression that the offi was unable to play during the
cials were biased seems to have second half. This left Coach My
been the thought in many heads. ers with only one left halfback,
It was questionable whether or Bobby Hicks, and he was going
not an Arizona back had actually with a bad shoulder.
penetrated into the Tiger end
With all this against the Ti
zone and also that Junior Reyno gers, it seems as though they
sa did make it into the Arizona didn't have a chance; but Pacific
end zone on a quarterback sneak. fought and did very well.
On one particular play, an Ari
Pacific loses 11 seniors this
zona back was met by three Paci year, including the outstanding
fic tacklers and driven into the performers John Nisby and Ga
ground. To the Tigers' dismay len Laack.

P.E. CONFERENCE BEING PLANNED

"The Role of Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation in
Physical Fitness" will be the
theme of the Bay Section Dis
trict Conference which is to be
held at Franklin and Edison high
schools.
Louis E. Means, Dr. Anna Es-

penschade, Dr. Marston Girard,
Ivan W. Hill, and Dr. Nolan D.
Pulliam will demonstrate offen
sive and defensive basketball and
water safety. They will discuss
the after-school program on the
junior high school level, the ado
lescent child's dental diseases.

DO YOUR XMAS SHOPPING EARLY!
STARTING MONDAY

OMEGA PHI TAKES
INTRAMURAL PRIZE

SPORTS QUIZ
Questions:

1. Who now holds the world's|
record for shotput?
2. Who was selected the Horse |
of the Year?
3. What two contenders will try|
tonight for the world's heavy
weight championship?

The powerful Omega Phi team
proved too much for the Archania team as the Phoos scored a
28-0 win in the play-offs for the
C.OP intramural football cham
pionship.
Standings
Omega Phi
Champs
Answers:
Archania
Second
Quonsets
Third
1. Parry O'Brien
North Hall
Fourth
2. Swaps, who else?
AKL
3. Archie Moore and
Fifth
Rhizomia
Sixth
Floyd Patterson

P.M.

OPEN

EVERY
NIGHT

'TIL

(except Sat.)

BIG DANCES COMING UP . . .
GET THOSE SUITS CLEANED

MEN'S CLOTHIER

iRougfewRidet9

BOB NICHOLLS, Campus Representative

DRIVE IN

r

CLEANERS P
1603 PACIFIC AVE

SLACKS

Next to El Dorado School
:

• i , (

• •

• •-
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Harry Aggers
Or how to "strike oil" twice in the same place
'O
Oome people believe that the more govern
ment has to say about business, the better.
"They argue, for instance, that the petroleum
industry ought to be under more government
control to keep America from running out of oil.
"What they forget is that it's just good busi
ness for oilmen to produce a property effi
ciently. We get more oil from a well when it is

operated at its best rate of flow. This is one of
the ways of conserving this natural resource!
, "Take Dominguez field in California. Union
and another company discovered oil there
back in 1923.
"By 1936 oil production reached a peak of
almost 31,000 barrels a day. But by 1947 our
daily rate had declined to about 15,000 barrels.

To get the most out of the field, we started
waterflooding some areas. In our most recent
project which was started with the coopera
tion of the landowners and the other companies
operating the field—we injected more than
7,000,000 barrels of water into 17 wells. This
has forced oil out of 21 producing wells.
"As a result, we are now pumping 2,800 bar
rels of crude every day from these wells—an
increase of 2,200 barrels a day over what we'd
normally expect without waterflooding.
"You show me how government control could
have added one barrel of oil to our production.
Or conserved the pool any better so we can
recover more oil in the future with methods
yet to be developed!"

Harry Aggers—who has been with Union Oil
for 22 years manages our secondary recovery
operations.
He believes that by 1975, at least 25% of all
United States oil production will be by waterflooding. This does not include secondary
recovery by gas injection or by methods yet
to be developed.
The Dominguez results demonstrate again
how efficiently a free oil industry achieves
maximum economic production from a, field,
while conserving the source of the oil.
*
*
*
$
YOUR COMMENTS ARE INVITED: Write: The Chairman
of the Board, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building,
617 West 7th Street, Los Angeles 17, California

Union Oil Compnny OF CALIFORNIA
MANUFACTURERS OF ROYAL TRITON, THE AMAZING PURPLE MOTOR OIL

